
Submit Bank Account Details 
 

ALC bank account should be updated and approved by respective LLC & RM. 

When ALC go to this step: 

1. If ALC bank account is already RM approved, then they can see two 

options 
 

 

Proceed to next step:  

If existing bank account is RM approved and there are no changes required, then ALC 

can directly move to next step 

Change Bank Account Details: 

I. If ALC wants to change existing approved bank account, click on the link as 

shown below 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I. After this, concerned RM will disable the existing approved bank account. 

II. ALC then can fill and save new bank account details 

III. Concerned LLC & RM will approve the new bank account details 

IV. Once new bank account is approved by RM, ALC can move to next step 



 

2. If ALC bank account is not RM approved 
 

I. ALC then can fill and save new bank account details 

II. Concerned LLC & RM will approve the new bank account details 

III. Once new bank account is approved by RM, ALC can move to next step 

  



Submit PAN Details 

 

ALC PAN Details should be updated and approved by respective RM. 

When ALC go to this step: 

1. If ALC PAN Details are already RM approved, then they can see two 

options 
 

 

 

Proceed to next step:  

If existing PAN details are RM approved and there are no changes required, then 

ALC can directly move to next step 

Change PAN Details: 

I. If ALC wants to change existing approved PAN details, inform concerned RM 

II. After this, concerned RM will disable the existing approved PAN details. 

III. ALC then can fill and save PAN  details 

IV. Concerned RM will approve the PAN details details 

V. Once new PAN details are approved by RM, ALC can move to next step 

 



2. If ALC PAN is not RM approved 
 

I. ALC then can fill and save new PAN details 

II. Concerned RM will approve the new PAN details 

III. Once new PAN details are approved by RM, ALC can move to next step 

 


